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The Golden Cross,
Southgate St. Gloucester

Oriel Windows at the Golden Cross
What we know
and what we don’t

What we know
• On the first and second floors, the bay framing was originally laid out in a symmetrical manner
with, for each bay, a decorative wall panel each side and a window in the centre.
• All 6 of these windows projected from the building with an oriel construction
• The oriel windows located in bays 1 and 3 had a different construction to those located in the
central bay 2
• Those in bays 1 and 3 were supported by extended floor joists that protruded through the
carved jetty bressumer. These windows were full storey height.
• The central oriel windows in bay 2 were supported on brackets or “knee-braces” and started at
waist height with a wide shelf, and continued to the jetty above.
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How do we know?

Clear traces can be seen in the existing timbers by way of toolmarks,
scribing marks, timber sizing and
pegged mortises.
The evidence can be summarised as
below

Bay 1 and 3 windows
The three joists in the centre of the
bay projected through a full depth
trench in the carved bressumer.
• The existing joists in these positions are original ones with matching carpenter marks
• These joists have never had a tenon to connect them to the bressumer, but have a peg hole to
connect the sole plate running over them
• In some cases these joists are much bigger section
• In some cases these joists are doubled up
• Tool marks show that the joist end-cuts are clearly made with difficulty, in situ, when they were
truncated.
• The sections of carved bressumer at each of these four locations have been removed and replaced with a newly carved section, cut exactly to the line of the outer joist trench.
• The bressumer end cuts appear to be in two parts - the neat edge cut of the original trench, and
a further cut to remove the trenched out section at a later date.

The sole plate section at the oriel position was removed during modification, but originally continued over the projecting joists
• The sole plate is in two cases scarfed very close to the cut out oriel section
• The joists have a flattened, thicknessed portion that the sole plate sat on, with a central peg hole
that does not relate to later additions, but was originally intended to fix the sole plate to the
joists
• The continuous sole plate would have resulted in a higher floor level or step up into the window
space.
• The lack of external mortise on the remaining sole plate at the foot of the window studs implies
that the lower portion was narrower than the upper portion - This arrangement is not uncommon, and can be seen elsewhere in Gloucester.
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The oriel returns were jointed into the facing studwork
• The substantial and original studs on either side of these openings carry two pegged mortises on
their outside faces where return rails were fixed at two levels
• The studs have a full compliment of mortises and pegholes showing the original connections to
the adjacent decorative panels, but only 1 joint that could have sent a cross member between
them. This piece is at the very top of the studs, and would have carried a window head
• There is no extended mortise for a bracket or knee brace that could have supported a higher
jetty as in the case of the central windows.

Bay 2 windows
A waist-high projecting window ledge supported by carved brackets, and tenoned back into the
studs on either side.
• The studs show the clear mortise evidence on their outer faces of a long bracket or “kneebrace” mortise, immediately below a smaller return rail mortise.
• There are mortises at the same height to carry a horizontal rail between the studs at window
ledge level
• There is a higher rail tenon in each stud to carry the returning transom rail.
• They also have tenons facing at the top which would have carried a window head, which may
have been decorative.
• Shallow mortices in the jetty plate above are indicative of the use of small noggins to carry the
ceiling.
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What we don’t know
Bay 1 and 3 Windows
The exact degree to which these windows projected
They must have projected by an appreciable amount to justify the joist arrangement. They
would have been very unlikely to project beyond the bressumer line above and thus lose the advantage of weatherproofing by this feature. The neatest solution would therefore have been to project so the face was in line with the inside of the bressumer above.
Whether the windows connected with, and offered support to, the window above
Since the windows line up with each other and travel the full storey height, it may be reasonably assumed that they did offer some support to window above.
Whether there were similar projections at ground floor level
If some of the load from the second floor windows is being taken by the first floor windows
below, it would be necessary to similarly support the first floor windows at ground floor level. Although no evidence has yet been found for this, it is a reasonable assumption that there were projecting structures at the ground floor that originally supported the extended jetties above. These
may have contained either windows or doorways.
The shape of the mouldings for the glazing i.e. corner posts, mullions, transoms
The profiles used in the model are common for the period, and may be found in house built
at a similar date in Maverdine Lane, Westgate St, Gloucester.
There are many timbers in the fabric of the building
that contain carved or moulded detail but which are
out of their original position.
It is possible that some of the remains of these oriel
windows have been re-used as lathwork or partition
studding in the facade and elsewhere in the building.
Further careful inspection of these pieces may reveal
more evidence.
The joinery details of the lower portion of the
full height oriels
It is certain that the portion of the window below the lower transom was narrower than the portion
above. In some high status buildings of this era decorative coving or ogee bracing may have been used to increase the width. Such a fancy feature would have
looked out of place in this rather less pretentious
building with its angular mouldings. I favour a simpler
pattern, as shown in the model above, and also to be
seen in the picture, below.
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The Weavers Houses, Canterbury, showing a very similar jettied oriel structure

Bay 2 windows
What shape were the brackets that supported the central oriel jetty?
The length of the mortise shows us the size of the bracket. It is a fairly long one and therefore probably not a carved console bracket, but rather a structural knee brace. It is possible that
this could have echoed the shape of the main Jetty knee braces.
Given a little more time, and some concentrated research, I am sure that much of
the oriel design can be deduced or rediscovered and can then be confidently reproduced, thereby enormously enhancing the appearance both of this building, and of
Southgate Street and the general location.
Tim Potts - Director, The Oak Frame Carpentry Co Ltd

